Year 1/2 The Lost words

PSHE
Looking after nature,
caring for animals

Art
Sketching,
drawing,
printing,
sculpture

1.VOCABULARY
Looking at familiar
words linked to
nature.

8. ANALYSIS
To analyse the
structure of familiar
stories.

Science
Habitats

Continuous provision
•Handwriting
•Name the letters of
the alphabet
•Punctuation- finger
spaces

2. DESCRIBING
Familiar words linked
to nature.

9. CREATE:
To bring a lost word
alive in a story.

7. RESEARCH
Facts and information
on ‘lost words’

Continuous Provision
Word mat using
vocabulary choices

Term: Autumn 2018

Science
Name common
wild and
garden plants,
including
trees

3. UNDERSTANDING
What ‘lost’ means,
linking to personal
experience

4. MAKING LINKS
Introducing the
book: making links
between chosen lost
words and familiar
stories.

6. VOCABULARY
Explore ‘Lost words’

Science
Year 1
• name common wild and garden plants,
including deciduous and evergreen
trees
• Observe and comment on changes in
seasons

Science
Observe and
comment on
changes in
seasons

5. EVALUATE
What are our lost
words?
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Year 2
• Habitats: pond and hedgerow
Art
• to use a range of materials creatively
to design and make products
• to use drawing, painting and sculpture
to develop and share their ideas,
experiences and imagination

CONNECTION: What can we seek, find and speak about the nature around us?

STANDARDS

With support
DO-it like this

With reminders
Pupil initiated
(USE what we DID): (OWN what we USED)

The Lost Words

Year 1
Continuous Provision
• Handwriting – form lower case letters in the correct direction, starting and finishing in the right place
• Spelling – name the letters of the alphabet
• Punctuation – separate words using finger spaces

Can I
• Compose a sentence orally before
writing it
• Leave spaces between words
• Combine words to make a sentence
• Sequence sentences to form a narrative
Phonics provision:
• Letters of the alphabet
• Phase 3 phoneme/graphemes
• Word building

• Write simple
sentences which
include finger spaces
and can be read by
others.

• Write sentences which
begin with a capital
letter and end with a
full stop.
• Sequence sentences in
chronological order to
recount/ retell a story.

•

Write clear sentences
which are structured to
form a narrative. Re-read
writing throughout to
check that it makes
sense. Finger spaces,
capital letters and full
stops are used.

TIMELESS QUESTION: How can we make sure nature is not lost?

